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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Experience with the formal dispute resolution mechanisms under modern treaties has been sparse. Although
disputes between treaty parties are not rare, a notably small number of disputes have been settled through the
processes set out in the treaties. With the support of the Gwich’in Tribal Council, the Nisga’a Lisims Government,
and Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., and with funding and support from the Modern Treaty Implementation Research
Project (SSHRC partnership grant with the Land Claims Agreement Coalition), this report explores and documents
this limited experience, investigating possible reasons for the limited access to treaty-based dispute resolution
processes and possible lessons to be drawn from this experience.
Treaty-based dispute resolution provisions are varied, but can be grouped into two broad categories. The pre-1999
agreements created arbitration boards or panels that did not require or set out a process for negotiations or
mediations before arbitration, while the post-1999 agreements included a staged approach that typically requires
discussion, negotiation and mediation before the parties can engage arbitration. Across both models, and with a
small number of exceptions, consent of all the parties is required for one party to engage arbitration. It is also
exceptional to find explicit references to Indigenous law and dispute resolution traditions in the dispute resolution
chapters; only the Nisga’a Agreement refers explicitly to an elders advisory council.
Within the scope of this research project, we identified fifteen disputes in which Indigenous treaty parties have
engaged the treaty-based formal dispute resolution processes. We were also able to identify a slightly larger number
of disputes that did not engage the treaty-dispute resolution processes (both sets of numbers are subject to change
based on further review and research). The subject matters of the disputes in both lists varied, although it stands
out that treaty dispute resolution processes were not accessed for disputes relating core funding of Indigenous
governments. This is owing to a federal position, rooted in government policy, that the federal government will
not agree to arbitration on funding levels. Treaty dispute resolution processes were also more likely to be used –
and used repeatedly – by Indigenous treaty parties who did not require the consent of the other parties to engage
arbitration (such as the Inuvialuit, and Nunavut Tunngavik Corporation following the amendment of their dispute
resolution chapter). In several treaty contexts, particularly in the pre-1999 arbitration board model, the treaty
dispute resolution mechanisms have never been used.
Beyond noting the formal differences between the processes that have been engaged more often versus those that
have never been engaged, our exploration of the reasons for the phenomenon of low engagement leans heavily on
what we learned from our interviewees. Reasons cited by the interviewees include: perceptions of inaccessibility of
the mechanisms due to the lack of implementation and gaps in personnel of the dispute resolution institutions
established under the treaties, and a variety of reasons – such as costs to engage the processes, perceptions of
resorting to formal processes as political failures (and political considerations more generally); and cultural
perspectives on the dispute resolution processes as foreign. Such concerns lead treaty parties to prefer negotiations
through technical and political officials to resolve disputes over the formal dispute resolution processes under their
treaty.
Reflecting on the broader modern treaty context, disputes are to be expected in the course of implementing and
living under the treaties. The inclusion of dispute resolution chapters in the treaties recognizes this reality.
Moreover, there are resource and relationship costs to leaving disputes unresolved or to having to pursue litigation
to resolve treaty parties’ disputes. However, it would appear based on experiences to date and based on our
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observations set out in this report, that in many modern treaty contexts the dispute resolution processes are far
from optimal. There is room to improve treaty dispute resolution processes so that they can better support modern
treaty implementation, including the process of re-balancing power between the treaty parties.
At this time of rapid policy development and discussions of treaty modernization, there is an opportunity to revisit
dispute resolution chapters to make processes more accessible and to re-calibrate processes to better reflect treaty
parties’ values. Such adjustments may help ensure that the treaties better serve their stated objectives as well as the
broader purposes of creating and maintaining positive relationships between the Crown and Indigenous peoples.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Research context
Comprehensive land claim agreements - also referred to as modern treaties - include provisions prescribing
how disputes between treaty parties are to be resolved. 1 However, experiences with these dispute resolution
mechanisms vary across land claim agreement regimes. Overall, use of these mechanisms has been
infrequent. In some contexts, these mechanisms have rarely been used by treaty parties, while in other
contexts they have been used several times. To date, this aspect of modern treaty implementation has
received minimal scholarly attention, in spite of calls for such research, 2 findings from the Office of the
Auditor General regarding treaty implementation shortcomings, 3 and litigation by Indigenous treaty parties. 4
Uneven experiences with modern treaty dispute resolution processes are situated in a broader context of
Indigenous treaty parties’ ongoing dissatisfaction with treaty implementation generally. 5 These experiences
also exist within a recognized reality that dispute resolution between different cultures is inherently
complex, 6 and such complexity is intensified by Crown-Indigenous relations in Canada that have been
shaped by the extremely negative impacts of colonization and persistent power imbalances. 7
In this research project we examined existing modern treaty dispute resolution mechanisms and treaty
parties’ experiences with them to date. Our research was particularly focused on the two main models of
dispute resolution in modern treaties: the arbitration board approach (as included in most pre-1999
agreements), 8 and the staged approach (as included in most post-1999 agreements). 9 To do so, we present
and synthesize academic, expert and judicial commentary regarding these dispute resolution mechanisms.
Next, we review a diverse set of modern treaty dispute resolution mechanisms, identifying similarities,
differences and notable features. We then summarize key points from semi-structured interviews that we
conducted with professionals working in the area, including individuals within the federal government, the
Government of the Northwest Territories, and Indigenous treaty parties. In the final part of this report, we
offer concluding reflections and several suggestions on next research steps.
This research is timely for several reasons. First, a significant number of modern treaties are now 20 years
old or more and dispute resolution provisions contained in them are dated. Second, since 2015, the federal
government has demonstrated an increased willingness to discuss changes and updates to modern treaty
implementation, including changes to dispute resolution practices and, in some cases, associated treaty
amendment and self-government agreements. 10 Third, the settlement of the Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. (NTI)
litigation in 2015 resulted in a new dispute resolution chapter in the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement
(Nunavut Agreement) that moved away from a requirement for all parties consent to access dispute
resolution processes; this is a change that other groups may wish to pursue. Fourth and finally, disputes
continue to arise across modern treaty contexts but little to no research has been conducted to provide a
consolidated account of experiences to date. As a result, there is currently little empirical basis to inform
treaty parties’ discussions regarding options for changes to dispute resolution practices and provisions.
This research project is focused on dispute resolution as part of a project addressing the broader topic of
the implementation of modern treaties (the “Modern Treaty Implementation Research Project” (MTIRP),
funded by a five-year Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Partnership Grant secured
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by the Land Claims Agreements Coalition (LCAC)). Carleton University is the academic host organization
for the project, and the Tłı̨chǫ Government is the LCAC host of the project’s National Hub. This initiative
is expected to support research and associated outputs - such as this report – that generate a basis for better
understanding the challenges and opportunities associated with modern treaty implementation. 11 Within this
larger research project there are five themes: Indigenous Relationships to Land, Intergovernmental Relations
and Multilevel Governance, Treaty Financing and Fiscal Relationships, Implementation Evaluation and
Socio-Economic Impacts, and Indigenous and Settler Legal Systems. The dispute resolution research project
falls under the themes of Indigenous and Settler Legal Systems and Intergovernmental Relations and
Multilevel Governance. Three LCAC member organizations are formal partners in this project on dispute
resolution: the Gwich’in Tribal Council, Nisga’a Lisims Government, and Nunavut Tunngavik Inc.

1.2. Research objectives and methodology
The overarching objective of this project is to generate an evidence-based understanding of treaty parties’
experiences with modern treaty dispute resolution mechanisms to date and to reflect on that experience. To
do that, we have collected information to: 1) identify the types of disputes that arise in modern treaty
implementation; 2) identify when the dispute resolutions processes agreed to as part of the treaties were
engaged to address disputes and when they were not engaged; and, 3) generate a qualitative account of the
challenges associated with engaging treaty dispute resolution mechanisms and resolving implementation
disputes more generally. We have also reviewed relevant literature, as well as dispute resolution provisions in
existing modern treaties, as detailed in Appendix A of this report.
Research objectives guiding this project include:
i.

Generating an evidence-based account of the use and non-use of modern treaty dispute resolution
mechanisms,

ii.

Comparing similarities and differences between dispute resolution provisions across modern treaties,

iii.

Situating modern treaty dispute resolution mechanisms and practices within the broader landscape
of civil dispute resolution in Indigenous contexts, and;

iv.

Setting a foundation for further research, including gathering community-level perspectives in
modern treaty Indigenous communities with respect to civil dispute resolution.

Outcomes of this project may support modern treaty parties by providing a foundation for further research
and for work on modernizing dispute resolution chapters in modern treaties.

1.3. Roadmap of report
This report is set out in the following sequence. Part two provides deeper context regarding dispute
resolution and the challenges of modern treaty implementation, including discussion of relevant litigation
and judicial intervention. Part two also includes an overview of the broader federal law and policy context
and recent changes on that front. Part three explains the different types of dispute resolution mechanisms
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present in modern treaties to date, providing detailed examples from different chapters of different
agreements. Part four summarizes preliminary findings from the research, including a description of
different disputes, resolution (or not) of such disputes, and the use or non-use of dispute resolution
mechanisms in these contexts. Part five summarizes perspectives we heard from interviewees. Finally, part
six offers succinct reflections on research findings, including several themes and suggestions for next steps.

2. Background and context

2.1. Modern treaties overview
Canada continues to enter into treaties with Indigenous Peoples. In recent decades, these agreements are
typically referred to as “modern treaties” or comprehensive land claim agreements. This period of treaty
making began in the wake of the 1973 Calder decision, in which the Supreme Court recognized the concept
of Aboriginal title and three of seven justices agreed that Nisga’a Aboriginal (Nisga’a) title continued in BC
and had never been extinguished. 12 Calder and litigation brought by the Cree Nation of Eeyou Istchee and
the Inuit of Nunavik to stop Quebec’s James Bay hydro-electric project13 laid the legal foundation for the
James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement in 1975, often referred to as the first modern treaty negotiated
between the Crown and First Nations. 14 Canada and Indigenous communities are currently implementing 25
such final agreements, and the federal government reports approximately 100 comprehensive land claim and
self-government negotiation processes that are ongoing across the country. 15 Most modern treaties to date
are in Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut, although modern treaties also cover significant portions
of Quebec and Labrador and smaller areas of British Columbia. 16 Like their historic counterparts, modern
treaty rights are constitutionally protected under s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 17
These treaties are lengthy, sophisticated power sharing agreements. The agreements typically include
chapters on heritage resources, land management, wildlife management, development assessment, land use
planning, economic development, resource royalties, parks and protected areas, expropriation, and more. 18
Justice Binnie in Beckman vs. Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation, described modern treaties as representing a
“quantum leap beyond” historical treaties. 19 A key purpose of modern treaties, as stated by the Supreme
Court of Canada, is “to foster a positive and mutually respectful long-term relationship[s] between the
signatories”. 20 As settlements of disagreements about rights of ownership and benefits from land as well as
governmental authority and jurisdiction, these treaties themselves resolve, or at least represent attempts to
resolve, longstanding disputes. Within them, modern treaties anticipate further discussions and negotiations,
including further disputes, as represented by the inclusion of dispute resolution chapters.
As a result, modern treaties are not, as government parties have sometimes argued, a “complete code”. 21
The experience of implementing modern treaties reinforces characterizations of the treaties as “living
agreements” rather than complete (and final) codes. Disagreements in the implementation process arise in
part because Indigenous communities and governments have different interpretations of the treaty text and
different expectations regarding the anticipated benefits, redistributions, and governmental authorities
outlined in in the treaties. With these different perspectives and expectations, implementation processes are
an important focus for understanding dispute resolution under modern treaties.
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2.2. Dispute resolution under modern treaties
Disputes in the course of treaty implementation relate to a large range of subjects, including disagreements
over interpretation, over the scope of a parties’ authority or rights, over the processes involved when
decisions are made by government parties (including consultation), and over the funding and resources
available to implement the agreement. Disputes in modern treaty contexts can be seen as distinct from other
Crown-Indigenous contexts because the parties have decided to engage in a modern treaty relationship to
address long-standing disputes over key matters such as Aboriginal rights and title and governmental
authority. 22 Nevertheless, disputes in the course of implementation demonstrate that signing a treaty does
not resolve all aspects of the larger dispute over land, resources and jurisdictions that the treaty itself
addresses. Implementation disputes are typically more focused than those larger claims, but still highlight
concerns over access to resources, the sharing of power, recognition of rights, and adequate funding and
supports to ensure that the agreement reached through the treaty is sustained.
Within the agreements and the relationships they sustain, parties often seek to negotiate through their
disagreements, either through discussion and negotiation by respective senior officials, or through seeking
direction and resolution from political leadership. When these efforts fail and disputes persist, treaty
partners must consider whether to seek resolutions from courts or whether the dispute resolution
mechanisms negotiated as part of modern treaties are preferable to litigation. Such decisions depend in part
on the availability and nature of dispute resolution under the treaties, and in part on the principles and
remedies that judges have applied to similar disputes. In contexts where the treaty dispute resolution
mechanism requires that parties consent to arbitration, the Indigenous parties have, on occasion, resorted to
courts to resolve their disputes after multiple attempts to access arbitration under their treaty 23 or otherwise
resolve their issues through consultation and negotiation. The disputes Indigenous parties have taken to
court have been centred on a variety of issues, including consultation 24 or the financing of treaty
implementation. 25 We discuss such examples in section 4 below.
Indigenous parties’ litigation efforts have been largely successful, demonstrating that first, in spite of
interpretive principles that prefer negotiated solutions to court interventions in treaty disputes, courts grasp
the need for judicial intervention to support living treaties and strong treaty relationships. 26 Second,
interpretive principles developed by the Supreme Court balance attention to the text as representing the
parties’ agreement, which involves examining the provision in issue in light of the treaty text as a whole and
the treaty’s objectives, with constitutional limits on interpretive possibilities, such as upholding the honour
of the Crown. 27 Such approaches affirm that modern treaties are not “complete codes”, and that strong
relationships occasionally require course correction. An important question is whether such correction can
be found through dispute resolution mechanisms under the treaties, rather than litigation, which as
described in the next section, is more time-consuming, expensive and adversarial.
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2.3. Dispute resolution theory and modern treaties
Litigation as a dispute resolution option presents challenges for all parties, including time, expense and
strains on treaty party relationships. 28 To some degree, these limitations resemble broader concerns with the
conventional adversarial model based in western approaches to resolving disputes, namely, that it does not
provide a forum that is sufficiently responsive to parties’ actual interests and needs. 29 Instead, the adversarial
nature of litigation confines dispute resolution within a positional paradigm that often leads to zero-sum
exchanges of rigid offers and fails to find alternatives that satisfy the parties’ respective interests. 30 These
archetypal concerns with litigation led to a significant expansion of “alternative dispute resolution” (ADR)
since the 1970s. 31 “Alternative” dispute resolution processes (i.e. alternative to a traditional litigation-based
adversarial model) are thought to provide opportunities for parties to resolve conflicts in a form that
achieves each parties’ goals concurrently and efficiently. 32 Proponents of ADR typically prescribe an
“integrative” or “interest-based” approach within the ADR space, which involves disputing parties engaging
with each other’s goals, priorities and preferences and then collaboratively exploring a range of settlement
options. 33
The appropriateness of different integrative dispute resolution methods in the Crown-Indigenous context is,
however, a matter of debate. Professor David Kahane, for example, suggests that while ADR methods may
appear to be a common sense, universally applicable template for conflict resolution that can overcome
cultural differences, these ADR methodologies may actually favour dominant cultural perspectives and
systematically favour more powerful parties. 34 He suggests a more nuanced approach to address complex
dimensions of culture and power through building cultural sensitivity and building diversity and
representation into process design. 35 Meanwhile, Professor Michael Coyle acknowledges such complexities
and critiques, but suggests that an integrative approach is preferable over the positional alternative (such as
litigation) because it at least provides forum for “open discussion of the various ways by which such value
concerns might be addressed”. 36 He suggests that an integrative approach may be particularly helpful in an
Indigenous governance negotiation context where there are more than two parties involved because it
provides a process and space through which the parties can reach agreement on an ultimate outcome and
then generate potential options that are sensitive to an Indigenous parties’ interests and traditional values. 37
He goes on to suggest that, “where Aboriginal groups have decided to engage with the state, adopting an
integrative approach appears to be a wise response to the potential impacts of power imbalance”. 38
Relating this to today’s modern treaty context, there are substantial differences in the degree to which
treaties provide a basis for addressing ongoing power imbalances and cross-cultural complexities through an
integrative approach. This is a product of the significant variance across dispute resolution mechanisms
present in different treaties. Overall, while resolution of disputes through litigation is an ever-present
option, the mechanisms for non-litigation dispute resolution articulated in modern treaties have, to date,
provided limited opportunities for a less adversarial process through direct negotiation or mediation.
As detailed in Part 5 of this report, modern treaty parties formally agreed to specific mechanisms as part of
their treaty; however, the rationales for those mechanisms have become, in most cases, defeated or forgotten
by practices and experience that have made them inaccessible. The extent to which these dispute resolution
mechanisms were carefully designed and calibrated to navigate culture and power is not clear. Now, in some
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cases several decades after finalizing treaty text, and with federal willingness to “modernize” the earliest
agreements, it is reasonable to expect that parties may be interested in revisiting dispute resolution options
in the future. Such revisiting could steer toward inclusion of less adversarial processes that are better suited
for addressing power imbalances and cultural differences as a way to build stronger treaty relationships.

2.4. Evolving federal law and policy context
Dispute resolution in modern treaty contexts exists in a broader law and policy context that is changing
relatively quickly. The last several years have been a particularly intense period of announcements and
changes at the federal law and policy level. In 2015, for example, the federal government put in place the
Cabinet Directive on the Federal Approach to Modern Treaty Implementation 39 and released the Statement
of Principles on the Federal Approach to Modern Treaty Implementation. 40 The former sets out the federal
government's “operational framework for the management of the Crown's modern treaty obligations” and
“guides federal departments and agencies to fulfill their responsibilities”. 41 In addition to setting out
departmental roles, it includes several specific requirements, including an obligation on all departments and
agencies to consider modern treaty implications when developing policy, plan and program proposals to
submit to Cabinet. It also created the Deputy Ministers' Oversight Committee “to provide executive
oversight of the implementation of the Directive, and by extension, of Canada's roles and responsibilities
under modern treaties”. 42 Finally, it created the Modern Treaty Implementation Office (MTIO) to “provide
ongoing coordination and oversight of Canada's modern treaty obligations, and to support the mandate of
the Deputy Ministers' Oversight Committee”. While the Cabinet Directive was welcomed by modern treaty
parties, 43 it has also attracted criticism. 44 For example, some have noted that the location of MTIO within
INAC instead of the Privy Council Office hampers the office’s effectiveness and ability to drive change
across federal government departments. 45
The Statement of Principles on the Federal Approach to Modern Treaty Implementation includes 12
principles that are “intended to provide guidance to the Crown in right of Canada on the approach to
modern treaty implementation to which it should aspire”. 46 These principles include reference to
reconciliation, honour of the Crown, s.35, Crown accountability for its “obligations”, a “whole of
government approach”, and “shared responsibility”. Although the document refers to constitutional
principles and rights, these principles do not add any legally binding commitments, and the document
explicitly states that “[n]othing in this statement is intended to restrict the positions of any treaty party on
the principles that govern treaty interpretation or implementation as a matter of law, nor on the legal nature
and scope of underlying treaty rights”. 47 Nevertheless, the Statement of Principles could be viewed as a
policy document that supports an expansive interpretation of modern treaties over a restrictive one. In this
way, it speaks to the ongoing friction in modern treaty interpretation between interpretations that take a
text- and activity-based approach and those that emphasize the spirit and intent of the agreement. 48 To date,
however, the federal implementation principles have not been cited by the courts, and it is difficult to gauge
what impact they may be having on the interpretation of modern treaties in either operational or legal
contexts.
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A number of more general high-level law and policy changes have come since the 2015 federal election.
Notable developments include the federal government's “full support” of UNDRIP without qualification, 49
the federal “Review of Laws and Policies Related to Indigenous Peoples”, 50 announcement of a new
“recognition and implementation of rights framework”, 51 the “Principles respecting the Government of
Canada's relationship with Indigenous peoples” 52 (typically referred to as the “10 principles”), the
Department of Justice’s adoption of a new “Directive on Civil Litigation Involving Indigenous Peoples”, 53
and ongoing work across the federal government to implement the Truth and Reconciliation Commissions
Calls to Action. While these developments are not specifically targeted at modern treaty implementation,
they illustrate the relatively rapid pace of law and policy change in recent years and may have
implementation implications. These changes can be viewed in at least two non-exclusive ways. On one
hand, some might view these as setting the stage for the federal government to follow through on the
“renewed nation-to-nation relationships” it has emphasized in recent years, including in Minister mandate
letters. 54 However, some might take a more critical view of these changes and announcements that fall short
of concrete, co-developed legal and policy commitments that address the interests and concerns of
Indigenous communities.
Whatever perspective one adopts with respect to these recent developments, there are some indications that
they are having an impact on modern treaty implementation. For example, in the 2018 budget process,
Canada changed the funding model for treaty negotiations away from loans to Indigenous parties, forgave
the accumulated debts of groups currently in negotiations, and pledged to repay the loan debts of groups
who have concluded agreements. 55 Canada has also updated its collaborative self-government fiscal policy to
“provide a principled approach to fiscal relations with all Indigenous Governments in a manner that is
consistent with the commitments made in self-government agreements and modern treaties”. 56 Additionally,
and as noted above, the federal government is pursuing modernization discussions with some modern treaty
parties to potentially address (in some cases, through treaty amendments) parties’ concerns with existing
modern treaties, including dispute resolution provisions. 57 The findings of the present research project,
including those in this report, may assist modern treaty parties in modernization discussions.

3. Dispute resolution mechanisms in modern treaties

3.1. Overview of existing dispute resolution mechanisms
There is significant variance in the dispute resolution mechanisms found in modern treaties across Canada.
It is possible, however, to identify two main approaches: a relatively narrow arbitration committee/board
structure to resolve disputes (pre-1999), and a broader “staged approach” (post-1999). All of the 25
agreements currently being implemented contain one of these two models, or, as discussed in more detail
below, a mix of them. Generally, most agreements finalized before 1999 use the arbitration
committee/board approach model, and most finalized after 1999 or amended since 1999 use the staged
approach; however, there are significant differences across agreements and limited understanding as to why
such variance exists. 58 This part of the report summarizes the two main types of dispute resolution
mechanisms present in modern treaties to date, and presents a short table summarizing examples from
different chapters of different agreements. Particular attention is given to the Gwich’in, Sahtu, Tłı̨chǫ,
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Nisga’a, Nunavut, Yukon and Inuvialuit agreements. 59 We provide detailed descriptions of each agreement
in Appendix A.

3.1.1

Arbitration board approach to resolve disputes (pre-1999)

Although there are textual differences across agreements, for the most part agreements using the arbitration
board model follow a common format of establishing an arbitration board and then setting out details
regarding board/panel composition, board member term length, roles and duties of the board, jurisdictional
parameters (i.e. what issues the board may hear), funding responsibilities (typically shared by parties),
selection and number of arbitrators for specific disputes, and procedural dimensions (e.g. how to initiate the
arbitration process).
Under this model, the arbitration board is essentially an oversight body that administers the dispute
resolution process. The parties select an arbitrator from the larger board (or panel or roster), or the parties
individually or jointly select a group of three arbitrators according to the terms of the treaty, to resolve
specific disputes as they arise. Under this model there is typically no formal requirement for parties to first
attempt to resolve the dispute through dialogue, negotiation or mediation, though such measures are not
precluded in treaty provisions. Examples of the board approach can be seen in the Gwich’in agreement and
the original Sahtu agreement (prior to recent amendments), and in the original Nunavut Agreement dispute
resolution chapter, which are described below and included in the below summary table.

3.1.2.

Staged approach (post-1999)

Most post-1999 agreements use the staged approach in the dispute resolution chapters; though, as discussed
below, the 1992 Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement takes a hybrid approach and is therefore an exception to
the pre-1999 time mark. The staged approach emphasizes resolving disputes relatively informally before
escalating the dispute to more formal channels. When issues arise, parties are to go through each stage
before progressing to the next. The staged approach to resolving disputes typically progresses as follows:
o Stage One – Informal discussion and negotiation: Officials of each party meet to express and
attempt to resolve concerns and disputes. This is sometimes formally acknowledged in treaty
provisions as a role for the Implementation Committee.
o Stage Two – Assisted negotiations/mediation: Issues not resolved at the informal discussion level
proceed to a facilitated negotiation or mediation process involving a neutral third party who helps
resolve issues in a non-binding manner. Most modern treaties with this process set out the steps and
timeframes for this stage, including how parties submit notice of entering into assisted
negotiation/mediation, how the neutral third party is chosen, how long the assisted
negotiation/mediation will take place, and what to do in the event the dispute is resolved, or remains
unresolved
o Stage Three – Arbitration: This stage is invoked when the dispute has not been resolved at a lower
level. Agreements vary as to whether all parties must agree to invoke the arbitration process. The
arbitration process typically issues a binding decision on a set timeline.
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Examples of the staged approach exist in the Nisga’a and Tłı̨chǫ final agreements, as well as the new dispute
resolution chapter for the Nunavut Agreement. These are described in Appendix A, which provides a
summary of key structures, approaches and institutions in several modern treaties. The Table below presents
information summarizing key basis structural differences between the treaties with an emphasis on stages
and veto power.

Summary table: Examples of different dispute resolution approaches
Treaty
Gwich’in and
Sahtu (preamendment)
Sahtu (amended)

Inuvialuit
Yukon UFA

Nisga’a
Tłı̨chǫ

Nunavut
(preamendment)
Nunavut
(amended)

3.2.

DR
Model
Arbitration
Board
Staged

Unilateral power to
Non-arbitration
refer dispute?
stages required?
No – agreement/consent No
required from all parties

Mixed – yes for
mediation; no for
arbitration
Arbitration Yes – any party may refer
Board
(and industry may also)
Hybrid
Mixed – some disputes
require
agreement/consent
Staged
Yes – any party may refer
Staged
Mixed – yes for
mediation; no for
arbitration
Arbitration No – agreement/consent
Board
required from all parties
Staged

Non-arbitration
stages available?
Yes, informally

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, informally

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Yes, informally

Yes – any party may refer Yes (but some can Yes
be referred to Arb
without lower
steps)

Observations

Our review of several modern treaty dispute resolution mechanisms (see Appendix A for detailed discussion
of each) leads us to several preliminary observations. First, there are significant differences across modern
treaty dispute resolution chapters. This can be seen in the basic architecture (i.e. staged vs. arbitration board
approach), but also in terms of parties’ veto power with respect to accessing arbitration, parties’ flexibility in
choosing dispute resolution forums, appointment processes, judicial review, timelines and time constraints,
and institutional dimensions. The rationales for such differences is not clear. 60
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Second, there has been a discernable shift over time from the arbitration board model to the staged
approach. Where the board approach was common in the earlier treaties such as the Inuvialuit or Gwich’in
agreements, the staged approach is the primary structure in more recent agreements. 61 Notably, however,
the Yukon UFA included stages in an agreement that was finalized around the same time as the Gwich’in
and the original Sahtu agreements, and the Nisga’a Agreement included details and mechanisms, such as a
role for an elders advisory council, 62 that have not appeared in subsequent treaties. Accompanying this
evolution in general structure is what may be the beginnings of a move away from providing any single party
with the power to refuse to refer a matter to dispute resolution. This evolution is observable in the amended
Chapter 38 of the Nunavut Agreement, which allows parties to refer matters to both mediation and
arbitration without other parties’ consent. However, in the amended Chapter 6 of the Sahtu Agreement only
mediation is available without the other parties’ consent. 63 Similar to our above observation, the basis for
this evolution is not completely clear, though a statement of preference by the federal government for the
staged approach can be seen in Canada’s “Guide for the Management of Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in
Modern Treaties”. 64
Third, there is minimal consistency across treaties with respect to how less formal options and language
regarding non-adversarial, collaborative approaches are included (or not) and articulated (or not) within
dispute resolution chapters. The new Nunavut chapter, for example, recites several “general principles” that
emphasize good faith efforts and avoiding litigation, 65 whereas the Gwich’in and Inuvialuit agreements
contain virtually no such language.
Fourth, none of the treaties discussed above include an explicit basis for dispute resolution mechanisms
rooted in legal traditions and cultural practices and values of Indigenous parties. The exception is the
inclusion of an elders advisory council in the Nisga’a Agreement as a potential dispute resolution body
under stage 2 of that process. 66 Indigenous parties are also directly involved in the selection of mediators,
arbitrators or arbitration panel/board members. The former individuals are jointly appointed, while panels
and boards require Indigenous appointees for quorum. Such participation and representation may be seen as
opportunities for integrating Indigenous perspectives, including Indigenous law and dispute resolution
practices. Similarly, it may be possible to incorporate approaches to dispute resolution grounded in
Indigenous law under existing mechanisms on agreement by all parties. 67 However, our interviewees did not
comment on these potential avenues for inclusion under the agreements. They commented on the potential
for inclusion of Indigenous law and practices to be helpful, as well as on the overriding concern being
effectiveness of the dispute resolution processes regardless of the incorporation of Indigenous law, while
others observed that the emphasis on ongoing negotiation and discussion was in keeping with Indigenous
dispute resolution traditions. Regardless, with the exception of the Nisga’a Agreement noted above, dispute
resolution processes as grounded in Indigenous law remain largely unarticulated in this context and we
observed no explicit basis for inclusion or consideration of such approaches.
Fifth, the role of the implementation committee (or implementation panel or implementation working
group, as they may be called) differs under the treaties. Implementation is a significant undertaking during
which disputes about interpretation and the parties’ efforts (or actions and inactions) arise. As a result, it
might be anticipated that implementation committees themselves are a forum for dispute resolution.
However, the treaties do not consistently anticipate this role for these committees. The Nisga’a Agreement,
for example, includes no reference to such a body in relation to dispute resolution, whereas the Gwich’in
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and Yukon agreements, and the amended Sahtu and Nunavut Agreements, all explicitly (though differently)
envision a role for these bodies in resolving implementation disputes early in the dispute resolution
process. 68
Finally, and related to the above point, there are significant differences across treaties with respect to the
institutions associated with dispute resolution. Some agreements require establishment of administrative
bodies or offices; for example, the Yukon Dispute Resolution Board in Yukon and the Dispute Resolution
Administrator under the Tłı̨chǫ Agreement. Other agreements, including the amended Nunavut chapter,
contain no such requirements.

4. Disputes under modern treaties to date
As part of our research, we attempted to develop an inventory of disputes that have taken place between
modern treaty parties. We did this through researching materials in the public domain (e.g. media reports,
land claim implementation reports), including references to dispute resolution provisions in court decisions,
and through our interviews. A significant challenge in compiling this inventory involved determining what
constituted a “dispute”. To address that aspect, we developed two lists. One list (Appendix B) includes all
disputes in which a party or parties formally engaged treaty dispute resolution processes, i.e. a party referred
the matter to dispute resolution or parties agreed to do so (if such agreement required). We refer to these
below as “formal disputes”. The other list (Appendix C) includes disagreements or disputes between treaty
parties that were not formally referred to treaty dispute resolution processes but nevertheless constituted a
disagreement with respect to implementation of the agreement. Included on this list are matters of
disagreement about which the parties may not all consider to have risen to the level of the label of ‘a
dispute’. Having not arrived at a definition of ‘disputes’ for the purposes of this report, particularly in
relation to the list in Appendix C, we also cannot claim that these lists are entirely comprehensive and
complete. 69 Further, our interviewees did not include representatives from every treaty party nor did our
interviewees necessarily have access to treaty party records that date back to when the treaties were initially
completed. Nevertheless, we believe these lists represent the most complete record of modern treaty
disputes compiled to date. 70 With time and further input from treaty parties, these lists may become more
complete. The following sections of this report describe different disputes generally and point to several
examples.

4.1.

Disputes where parties used treaty dispute resolution mechanisms

We identified fifteen formal disputes in which Indigenous treaty parties engaged the dispute resolution
processes under their treaty, two of which were launched in the last year (with resolution still pending). We
found no disputes that had been initiated by any non-Indigenous government party. The subject matter at
issue varied widely, including natural resources projects (e.g. mining), royalties, contracting and
procurement, funding and fiscal arrangements, implementation and jurisdictional issues, and training and
employment. For example, a dispute between Inuvialuit and Canada regarding mining royalties was resolved
through arbitration in 2004-2005. Those same parties resolved disputes regarding contracting and
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employment through arbitration in the mid-1990s. The Nisga’a, Carcross Tagish First Nation, and Teslin
Tlingit First Nation all referred disputes with Canada regarding fiscal transfer agreements or funding issues
to treaty dispute resolution processes with varying outcomes: the Nisga’a and Canada resolved the dispute
through negotiations under stage one; 71 Carcross and Canada resolved a dispute of this type through
mediation in 2014; 72 and the Teslin Tlingit – Canada dispute, after years of negotiation, proceeded to
litigation in 2018. 73 More recently, NTI and Canada resolved a government contracting dispute under the
amended dispute resolution processes in summer 2019; but the parties are currently engaged in another
unresolved dispute regarding government employment.
As is apparent in the above descriptions and list in Appendix B, the Indigenous parties engaging the dispute
resolution processes were several Yukon First Nations, Nisga’a, Inuvialuit, and NTI. Notably, neither the
Gwich’in nor the Sahtu have engaged the dispute resolution processes under their respective treaties. As
discussed further below, interviewees indicated this non-engagement cannot generally be explained by a
single factor. Rather, interviewees reported problems accessing the dispute resolution problems more
generally, whether due to problems in the appointments process that resulted in the boards frequently not
having quorum, or the formal nature of the arbitration board approach in those treaties, or other concerns. 74
Overall, the total number of disputes where parties engaged treaty dispute resolution mechanisms appears
low, particularly when almost half of the agreements in implementation now were completed in the 1990s or
before. The data we gathered does not allow for firm conclusions about why this is the case. This is in part
because the scope of our research did not include the internal correspondence or records of any treaty party
through which historical reasons for how particular grievances or disputes play out might be established.
Nevertheless, it stands out on the record that most of the Indigenous treaty parties who accessed the formal
dispute resolution processes did not need agreement between the parties to engage these processes. That is,
there was no unilateral power by any single party to block referral of the matter to dispute resolution. This is
most visible in the case of NTI, where there have been two instances of formal dispute resolution processes
initiated after the dispute resolution chapter was amended, but no use of formal dispute resolution before
the amendments – particularly in relation to the disputes that were eventually litigated -- because Canada
would not agree to it. Similarly, the Inuvialuit Final Agreement includes no veto power, and the Inuvialuit is
one of the parties who have accessed formal dispute resolution provisions multiple times. It is also notable
that Indigenous parties who accessed the formal processes once often then used it on at least one further
occasion. Once again, we must emphasize that our account is not complete and that there are likely
additional disputes and additional explanations for infrequent use of dispute resolution mechanisms. 75

4.2

Disputes where treaty dispute resolution mechanisms were not used

We identified twenty-six subject matter disputes where treaty parties disagreed on matters but did not
engage the dispute resolution processes under the treaty. Again, the subject matter at issue varied widely,
including natural resources projects (e.g. mining), royalties, training and employment, fisheries management
and fisheries authorization, land administration, Crown-Indigenous consultation, and implementation
matters (e.g. implementation legislation). For example, the Inuvialuit and Canada resolved several disputes
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regarding land administration before engaging formal arbitration under the IFA. Also prominent in this list
were disputes over fiscal transfer agreements, or simply the financing of treaty governments.
In some of these cases, dispute resolution mechanisms were not used because the treaty required agreement
by the parties to refer the matter and one of the parties did not agree to it. The clearest example of this is
NTI’s seventeen attempts to refer disputes regarding Inuit employment and government contracting to
arbitration. Canada denied each request, eventually leading to high profile litigation that ended with a
settlement agreement, which included a commitment to amend the dispute resolution chapter of the NCLA.
Similarly, the Trondek Hwech’in attempted to engage dispute resolution in relation to a dispute with the
Yukon Government regarding royalties, but the Yukon Government denied the request and had the power
to do so under Article 26.6. 76 The federal government also has a policy guiding its discretion to agree to
arbitration which indicates that “Canada will not consent to arbitrate the determination of funding levels, as
agreements state that these are to be determined through negotiation.” 77 This policy does not keep all
matters with fiscal implications out of DR, but as the list in Appendix C indicates, this policy explains why
some of these disputes dealing with fiscal transfer agreements went to court rather than under treaty dispute
resolution provisions that require parties’ consent.
In other cases, institutional staffing challenges presented extra hurdles that may have contributed to parties
resolving (or not resolving) their disputes through other means and forums. For example, Fortune Minerals
had approached the Governments of the Northwest Territories and Canada over road access issues that it
was not able to resolve with the Tłı̨chǫ Government. Although Fortune Minerals could access dispute
resolution under the Tłı̨chǫ Agreement, the required Dispute Resolution Administrator was not in place. In
that case, the GNWT applied to the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories to perform this function,
as permitted under Article 6.6.2 of the Tłı̨chǫ Agreement, but the matter ultimately resolved without resort
to the Agreement’s dispute resolution mechanisms. 78 As noted above in relation to the Gwich’in and preamendment Sahtu contexts, challenges in appointments processes have resulted in the arbitration boards
frequently not having quorum, meaning the arbitration process cannot be accessed, even if parties were
inclined to agree to do so.
In other cases, parties proceeded to the courts without engaging treaty dispute resolution mechanisms. This
was the situation, for example when the Tłı̨chǫ brought a legal challenge (that the Sahtu later joined) to the
proposed amendments to the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act that would have eliminated regional
land and water boards and replaced them with a “superboard”. 79 This was also the situation in the legal
challenge brought by several Yukon First Nations against the Yukon Government’s unilateral imposition of
a final land use plan for the Peel Watershed late in what had been a collaborative process under the
Umbrella Final Agreement. 80

5. What we heard
As part of our research, we also conducted semi-structured interviews with treaty party officials from
Indigenous, federal and territorial governments, as well as other experts who work in treaty implementation.
Our approach is to not directly attribute statements to any of these individuals. Rather, in this section we set
out in general terms key observations and views provided by interviewees. It must be noted that the views
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described below do not reflect the views of all interviewees collectively (and certainly not all modern treaty
parties). In some cases, interviewees offered differing views. Such common and diverging perspectives are
noted to the extent possible.

5.1.

Barriers to using dispute resolution mechanisms

As noted in the sections above, there is significant variance across experiences with accessing modern treaty
dispute resolution mechanisms. In some contexts, such as the Gwich’in, Sahtu and Tłı̨chǫ, the mechanisms
have never been used. In other cases, such as NTI, Nisga’a, and Inuvialuit, the mechanisms have been used
multiple times. Interviewees noted several barriers to and concerns about using the mechanisms on a general
or structural level. First, and as noted earlier, problems or delays in the board appointment process - a
responsibility of the Government of Canada – have left the boards without quorum at times, rendering
them unable to function. Second, and related to the preceding point, standing arbitration boards may be
unduly cumbersome given that these bodies require ongoing maintenance and appointments but are, in
practice, seldom used. Third, in some contexts, as noted above and as was particularly acute in the case of
NTI, one party possessed and exercised its unilateral power to block a dispute from being referred to
dispute resolution. Fourth, some treaty parties and individuals involved in treaty implementation may regard
engaging formal dispute resolution mechanisms as a failure on the part of officials or bodies initially tasked
with addressing the subject matter of the dispute. Fifth, some or all treaty parties involved may view the
formal dispute resolution process as a time consuming, costly, and resource intensive process in an already
resource-constrained context. Sixth, one or more of the treaty parties may fear losing control of the matter
once it is referred to formal dispute resolution processes, especially arbitration, and this may be most acute
where one or more of the parties had a previous negative experience with the process. And finally,
Indigenous parties in particular may view the dispute resolution processes as out of step with their culture,
values, and laws, and the processes may not be well understood as a mechanism for addressing treaty
disputes. Of course, interviewees described various contexts where a mix of these barriers and concerns
were present.

5.2.

Specific dispute resolution mechanism features

Different features in different treaties and in the mechanisms within those treaties can have a significant
impact on whether the mechanisms are used and on how use of the mechanisms unfold. Interviewees
pointed to a number of features in this regard. For example, having specific time frames set out in the
mechanisms, as seen in the revised Nunavut chapter and other staged approach contexts, can lead to a
dispute receiving attention from senior government officials more quickly. This particular feature can also
ensure that disputes move through stages in a timely fashion. Another specific feature identified by
interviewees is the ability of a party to commence litigation at any point during the dispute. The ability to do
so without first exhausting all stages of the dispute resolution can affect how the parties approach the
dispute resolution stages themselves. As well, there is the obvious and important specific feature described
above as a barrier to use of the mechanisms - the ability of one party to withhold their agreement to refer a
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matter to dispute resolution where agreement is required by the treaty.

5.3.

Dispute subject matter

In terms of the substance of matters disputed, while the interests at stake varied widely (as noted above in
Part 4), interviewees pointed to two areas where disputes persist most: economic measures (including
government procurement), and funding and fiscal agreements. Regarding the former, interviewees described
an ongoing gap between expectations of the parties and the specific obligations as written in the treaty. In
some instances this may flow from differences in treaty parties’ interpretations of the provisions (including
debates around ‘spirit and intent’), in other instances it may flow from Indigenous treaty parties wanting
government to go beyond the obligations in the treaty, and in other contexts it may flow from treaty
provisions being relatively vague but couched in language that may have raised expectations. Interviewees
described different ways in which differences on this subject matter have been resolved, including use of the
formal mechanism, but also cooperation at policy and operational levels. However, such disputes continue
in the present context and many such disputes linger without being resolved.
Interviewees described disputes regarding funding and fiscal arrangements, meanwhile, as also flowing from
a gap in expectations regarding the amount of funding Indigenous treaty parties need for implementing the
treaty. One key challenge described by interviewees in this context is the rigid federal policy that disputes
purely pertaining to funding cannot be referred to arbitration. 81

5.4.

Practical dimensions and experiences

Interviewees described numerous situations and practices where disputes were resolved outside the formal
dispute resolution process, either in parallel with the process or prior to engaging dispute resolution
mechanisms. In such contexts, interviewees acknowledged the role of implementation committees in
resolving disputes, indicating that these bodies were often one of the first places where parties discuss
disputes. However, interviewees also indicated that these bodies were not always an effective or appropriate
body for resolving disputes, in some cases because parties lack confidence in the committee’s ability to
resolve the dispute or because a treaty party preferred for a matter to be dealt with at a higher (often
political) level.
Interviewees indicated that political pressure was often a significant part of resolving disputes. In some
instances this would take place in parallel with formal dispute resolution processes underway, or in some
instances this would be in situations where formal dispute mechanism were not engaged, particularly if such
an option was not available due to institutional barriers (e.g. no quorum of an arbitration board). Several
interviewees pointed to the broader intergovernmental relationship and noted that parties may prefer to
negotiate a solution at the leadership realm to preserve the relationship rather than engaging the dispute
resolution mechanisms. However, such a route is open-ended, and interviewees indicated that this can leave
issues on the political agenda for years without resolution.
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5.5.

Policy context

Interviewees noted that the federal government’s approach to modern treaty implementation has changed in
recent years. Generally, interviewees indicated that the federal government has shifted away from a
confrontational approach, and that this was visible in several policy initiatives such as the Cabinet Directive
and the Principles on Modern Treaty Implementations. 82 Perspectives differed, however, with respect to the
extent to which these changes have made a meaningful difference in treaty implementation and the well
being of Indigenous communities. Several interviewees shared a specific concern with the modern treaty
implementation office (MTIO) being situated within INAC and not inside a central agency, such as the
Privy Council Office. It was suggested that this hampers the ability of the MTIO to direct other
departments to the degree necessary for implementation of modern treaties, including resolution of
disputes. Regarding dispute resolution specifically, several interviewees noted that the recent approach of
the federal government includes an openness to amending existing dispute resolution provisions, and that
discussions on this are underway in some regions.

5.6.

Indigenous dispute resolution customs, practices and values

With respect to Indigenous law and practice around dispute resolution, interviewees indicated that existing
agreements do not provide for such approaches in any discernable way (with the exception of the inclusion
of an elders advisory council in the Nisga’a Agreement). Generally, most interviewees did not have clear
views on why this was the case, but expressed interest in the prospect of including a basis for such
approaches in the future, including in self-government agreements and intra-Indigenous dispute contexts.
Nevertheless, some interviewees noted that the emphasis on ongoing dialogue and exercising caution or
patience before escalating disputes, which in turn results in less reliance on arbitration and formalization of
disputes, is informed by Indigenous culture and dispute resolution practices. 83

6. Conclusions, reflections and further research

6.1.

Conclusions

Turning to conclusions, it is important to recall that implementation of modern treaties to date shows the
treaties to be “living agreements” rather than complete (and final) codes. While the treaties are lengthy,
sophisticated power sharing agreements that represent attempts to address long-standing Crown-Indigenous
disputes over fundamentally important matters such as rights, title and jurisdiction, disputes are bound to
arise during implementation, particularly given the complex and fraught history of Crown-Indigenous
relations in Canada. This was foreseen by the leaders, negotiators and drafters who included dispute
resolution processes in each treaty.
Yet, there is significant variance in the processes and options available to treaty parties, and this, among
other factors, has led to varied experiences. Overall, we observed that in most modern treaty contexts,
dispute resolution processes are not relied upon or are not accessible enough to support treaty
implementation and positive treaty relationships. Instead, disagreements and disputes can linger, and be a
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source of frustration and grievance about modern treaties and treaty implementation more generally. This
trajectory provides a reason for treaty parties to revisit treaty dispute resolution provisions, processes and
practices.
Specifically, we have noted the following:
o Dispute resolution mechanisms in the treaties are highly varied, but there have been two main
designs to date: the arbitration board model, and the staged approach. There has been a discernable
shift toward the latter, as seen in the amended Nunavut provisions.
o Disputes span a range of issues that are very context-specific. It is difficult to identify or generalize
about patterns or areas of recurring subject matter, though funding and fiscal arrangements are
particularly common.
o Fiscal disputes are particularly difficult to address within formal dispute resolution structures,
particularly given the federal government position that it will not agree to arbitration on funding
levels. Further, the resourcing of dispute resolution institutions and processes can create lead to
more disputes and barriers to treaty implementation.
o Specific provisions contained in the agreements make a significant difference as to whether and how
often parties’ engage the dispute resolution processes set out in the treaties. For example, requiring
consent from all parties to access dispute resolution will inhibit use of the mechanisms and may
adversely affect trust in the relationship. Other detailed features of the process are also
consequential, such as timelines and the ability to exit dispute resolution and commence litigation.
o In all contexts, dispute resolution under the treaty mechanisms have been initiated by the
Indigenous treaty party. Government has not initiated use of dispute resolution mechanisms.
o Barriers and reasons for not using dispute resolution mechanisms were mixed, including lack of
consent of all parties in context where consent is required, lack of staffing of the dispute resolutions
institutions established under the treaties, costs to engage the processes (in an already resourceconstrained context), perceptions of resorting to formal processes as political failures, cultural
perspectives on the prescribed dispute resolution processes as foreign, fear of losing control of the
matter (e.g. to an arbitrator), and, in some contexts, a preference for political leaders to handle such
matters.
o None of the treaties discussed in this report include an explicit basis for dispute resolution
mechanisms rooted in legal traditions and cultural practices and values of Indigenous parties. One
exception can be seen in the Nisga’a Agreement’s inclusion of an elders advisory council as a
potential dispute resolution body under stage two of that process; 84 however, we have no
information about how this elders advisory council functions. More broadly, we do not have a basis
for assessing how Indigenous dispute resolution might contribute to the functioning and success of
dispute resolution mechanisms under modern treaties. 85
o The fast-evolving law and policy context in Canada today presents an opportunity for treaty parties
to revisit existing dispute resolution mechanisms with a view to improving the mechanisms in
service of the treaty objectives and the broader treaty relationship.
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Reflecting on this research project, much of what we examined and found revolves around trust. In
evidence before the Senate Standing Committee regarding Inuit experiences in particular, Joanne Johnson
observed:
[T]rust has become a serious issue; trust is something that you either build or destroy with every
interaction. Without a clear dispute resolution process, with consequences, there can be no hope for
resolving the current disputes or engendering trust.”
Trust is a key ingredient for successful treaty implementation, and once lost it is difficult to restore. There is
no doubt that unresolved disagreements about the meaning and purpose of treaty commitments are a
serious obstacle to successful and forward-looking treaty implementation. Unresolved disputes around the
implementation of the treaty commitments inhibits full realization of the “quantum leap” ahead of
Indigenous experience with historical treaties.
From this perspective, and understanding treaties as living agreements in which the text and spirit of the
agreements signaled an expectation of an evolving relationship, disputes can be understood as a normal part
of implementation and an important part of this evolution. There will always be multiple routes for
resolving disputes and involvement of political officials will commonly be involved. Nevertheless, dispute
resolution under the treaties that is specific to the parties’ relationships, laws, and histories – including
ongoing efforts to transition from state dominance to power sharing relationships – continue to hold
promise. We hope that this report assists treaty parties by providing a basis for engaging in dispute
resolution in a manner that builds trust, strengthens treaty relationships, and contributes to constructive
modern treaty implementation.

6.2. Further research
This research project represents a first step. As noted throughout, our findings should be read with the
understanding that our research was not comprehensive. In particular, our pool of interviewees was
relatively small, and these individuals were from a relatively small number of the total treaty parties.
Additionally, while we compiled the fullest list of disputes possible, we were unable to identify each and
every dispute that has arisen in each modern treaty contexts. As such, this report and our findings are to
some extent impressionistic. Nevertheless, this represents the beginning of an empirical account of dispute
resolution under modern treaties.
Further research is certainly warranted, including, for example, community-level research focused on
Indigenous law, governance and dispute resolution. Additional research could also focus on developing a
more complete list of disputes, or it could focus on several particular disputes to understand nuances of
specific treaties and treaty relationships. Such future projects, including those under the SSHRC-LCAC
partnership grant, may build upon this initial research. In the meantime, a key next step for us is to publish
peer-reviewed academic commentary in coming months.
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Appendix A – Description of existing dispute resolution mechanisms
Gwichin Agreement and Sahtu Agreement (pre-amendment)
Dispute resolution chapters in the Gwich’in and Sahtu Agreements are virtually identical. 86 Both chapters
are examples of the arbitration board model. Jurisdiction of the arbitration panel is set out in article 6.1.5 of
the GCLCA: 87
The panel described in 6.2 shall have jurisdiction to arbitrate in respect of:
(a) any matter which this agreement stipulates is to be determined by arbitration; and
(b) any matter concerning the interpretation or application of this agreement where the parties agree
to be bound by an arbitration decision in accordance with this chapter.
Under this regime there are two routes to arbitration: either as prescribed by the specific governing
provision elsewhere in the Agreement, or by agreement between the parties. Under the former, there is
variation between specific provisions. For example, article 20.3.1, dealing with government access to
Gwich’in lands, creates an automatic requirement to proceed to arbitration if government and the Gwich’in
Tribal Council cannot reach a negotiated agreement, 88 whereas article 20.1.7, dealing with certain
circumstances of public or commercial access to Gwich’in lands, provides authority to the Gwich’in Tribal
Council or government to refer the matter to arbitration. 89
The other route is under subsection 6.1.5(b), where jurisdiction of the arbitration panel hinges on whether
“the parties agree” to refer the matter to the panel and be bound by the panel’s decision. As discussed
elsewhere in this report (e.g. with respect to the Nunavut regime prior to amendment), this latter route
effectively provides each party with a veto over any other parties’ desire to engage the treaty’s dispute
resolution mechanism.
Unlike other modern treaties, such as the Nisga’a Final Agreement, the dispute resolution chapters in the
GCLCA and SDMLCA do not explicitly require parties to exhaust other dispute resolution methods before
proceeding to arbitration. However, Chapter 6 clearly anticipates (but does not stipulate) that negotiation
will take place prior to advancing to arbitration, stating that, “[t]he provisions of this chapter apply to any
dispute which is not resolved by discussion and negotiation”. 90 Additionally, a number of provisions suggest
parties should first attempt to achieve a negotiated solution. For example, provisions that explicitly reference
referral to the arbitration panel indicate that such referral is to take place if an agreement cannot be reached
through negotiation. 91 Further acknowledgement that disputes may be resolved through means other than
the arbitration panel can be found in 6.1.7, which indicates that nothing in the chapter prevents parties from
“agreeing to refer it to an alternate dispute resolution mechanism such as mediation or arbitration”. 92
The Agreement also acknowledges a role for the Implementation Committee in resolving disputes. 93 Article
28.2.3 states that, “[t]he Implementation Committee shall operate on a consensus basis and shall: … (d)
attempt to resolve implementation disputes arising between the parties. Unresolved implementation disputes
shall be resolved pursuant to arbitration under chapter 6”. 94
In terms of composition, the Agreements require that an arbitration panel be established 95 and that it be
comprised of eight members, including a chairperson and vice-chairperson, 96 and individuals appointed by
Canada, the GNWT and the Gwich’in Tribal Council respectively. 97 Institutionally, unlike other modern
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treaty regimes, the GCLCA and SDMLCA do not establish any kind of supporting institution or official
position. As discussed later in this report, one risk that exists in relation to the dispute resolution structure
in these agreements is that the arbitration boards are not sufficiently populated by the parties, resulting in
the panels being unable to function (i.e. the parties do not make appointments in a timely manner, or
disagreements around appointments hinder appointments).
In a narrow set of specific circumstances, the GCLCA and SDMLCA also provide dispute resolution
authority to bodies other than the arbitration panel. For example, the Surface Rights Board would determine
compensation in situations where approved access to Gwich’in lands results in damage or interference and
the Gwich’in Tribal Council and the other party are unable to agree on compensation. 98 Similarly, the Land
and Water Board would determine compensation in contexts where the Gwich’in Tribal Council and the
other parties are unable to agree on compensation to be paid to Gwich’in in relation to water rights. 99 And
the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories would hear any individual’s appeal regarding enrolment
under the GCLCA. 100 The GCLCA and SDMLCA also provide for the arbitration regime under the
National Energy Board Act to apply in contexts of expropriations under that Act. 101 In terms of judicial
review, decisions by an arbitration panel are reviewable by the Supreme Court of NWT 102 but only on
grounds that the arbitrator(s) erred in law or exceeded jurisdiction. 103
Inuvialuit Final Agreement
Dispute resolution in Chapter 18 of the Inuvialuit Final Agreement is an example of the arbitration board
model. This chapter features perhaps the broadest scope of any of the modern treaty dispute resolution
mechanisms, primarily by virtue of article 18(16):
18. (16) Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, Canada, the Inuvialuit or Industry may initiate
arbitration by giving notice to the other party to the dispute and a copy to the Chairman of the
Arbitration Board for circulation to all members of the Board. Where a matter for arbitration is within
the jurisdiction of the Government of the Northwest Territories or Yukon Territory, Canada agrees to
initiate arbitration on request by the Territorial Government. 104
Under this provision, both the Inuvialuit and Canada have unilateral power to refer a matter to arbitration.
This stands in contrast to other agreements, such as the GCLCA, where in many cases the parties must
agree, which effectively provides a veto to each party. Arbitration may also be initiated by Industry, a feature
that is not common to other modern treaties. Further, so long as the matter for arbitration is within the
jurisdiction of the GNWT or Yukon Government, Canada must initiate arbitration if so requested by one
of the territorial governments. Finally, s.18(17) widens the scope further by allowing any party to intervene
if its interests are affected. 105
The arbitration board’s jurisdiction is very broad. Section 18(33) states: “The Arbitration Board shall have
jurisdiction to arbitrate any difference between the Inuvialuit and Industry or Canada as to the meaning,
interpretation, application or implementation of this Agreement”. 106 As such, there are virtually no
constraints on what disputes between the Inuvialuit, Canada and Industry the board may hear. 107 Additional
jurisdiction is also granted to the board over specific issues that may involve third parties or beneficiaries
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such as enrolment, 108 certain land matters, 109 expropriation, 110 participation agreements, 111 and wildlife
compensation awards, recommendations and decisions. 112 Referral to the arbitration board is also explicit in
some IFA provisions. For example, article 7(12) provides that in the event that Canada and the Inuvialuit fail
to negotiate a work program in relation to exploration or production of “respective resources”, either party
may refer the matter to the arbitration board. 113
In terms of composition, the IFA requires that the board have 11 members, including a chairperson and
vice-chairperson. 114 Five members are to be appointed by Canada, two of which are the Chairman and ViceChairman, who must be “be acceptable to the Inuvialuit and Industry”, and two more of which must be
designated by the territorial governments, respectively. 115 The Inuvialuit and Industry 116 must each appoint
three other members of the board. 117 In an arbitration where the interested parties are only the Inuvialuit,
Industry and Canada, the panel would consist of just seven members. 118 Award decisions of the board are
reviewable by the Federal Court of Appeal. 119 Similar to the GCLCA and SDMLCA but unlike other
agreements, the IFA does not establish any kind of supporting institution or official position.

Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement
Dispute resolution under the 1992 UFA 120 is structured as a staged approach; however, it includes many
features of the arbitration panel model for disputes that reach that stage. The UFA requires that disputes
first go to mediation. Articles 26.3.5 (“specific disputes”) and 26.4.3 (“other disputes”) stipulate that only if
a dispute is not resolved by mediation may it then be referred to arbitration.
The UFA is structured around “specific disputes” and “other disputes”. For specific disputes, there are two
main ways for the dispute resolution process to be engaged. First, any party may refer the matter to
mediation if it is a matter that the UFA or a Settlement Agreement 121 explicitly refer to the dispute
resolution process. 122 Second, matters not explicitly referred under the UFA or an Agreement, whether
related to a Settlement Agreement or not, may be referred to the dispute resolution process if all parties
agree to do so. 123
For “other disputes”, similar to specific disputes, any party may refer the matter to mediation if it is a matter
that the UFA or a Settlement Agreement explicitly refers to the dispute resolution process. Additional
disputes may also be referred to mediation if all parties agree to do so. 124 Further, a party may refer a dispute
to mediation if that matter is directed to dispute resolution by a board established under a Settlement
Agreement. 125 Finally, there is broad scope provided by 26.4.1.5 whereby “any matter arising out of the
interpretation, administration, or implementation” of a Settlement Agreement may be referred to mediation
“with the consent of all the other parties to that Settlement Agreement”. 126
The mediation process is set out in 26.6.0, including timelines, appointment of a mediator,
recommendations of the mediator, costs, and confidentiality. If a specific dispute is not resolved through
mediation, any party may refer the dispute to arbitration. 127 Otherwise, any “other dispute” requires
agreement between the parties to refer the matter to arbitration. 128 The arbitration process is set out in
26.70.0, including timelines, appointment of an arbitrator, authorities of the arbitrator (e.g. administering
oaths, subpoenaing witnesses, etc.), costs, and binding nature of decisions.
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Institutionally, Chapter 26 requires the establishment of a Dispute Resolution Board comprised of three
individuals. One member is appointed by Yukon First Nations, one by Canada and the Yukon, and the third
is appointed jointly. This Board’s roles and responsibilities are set out in 26.5.4. The primary function of the
Board is to support and administer the dispute resolution process, including maintaining a roster of
arbitrators and mediators, appointing arbitrators and mediators, and establishing mediation and arbitration
rules and procedures. 129
The UFA also acknowledges a role for an “Implementation Planning Working Group” comprised of one
representative appointed by Canada, one representative appointed by the Yukon, and two representatives of
a Yukon First nation. 130 Under 28.4.5, the UFA anticipates that this working group will work to reach
agreement on any particular issue, but if the working group is unable to reach agreement then it must be
referred to the parties. 131 This resembles the role described above in relation to Implementation Committees
under the GCLCA and SDMLCA.
Decisions of an arbitrator are reviewable by the Supreme Court of the Yukon132 but only on grounds that
“the arbitrator failed to observe a principle of natural justice or otherwise acted beyond or refused to
exercise jurisdiction”. 133

Nisga’a Final Agreement
Dispute resolution under the Nisga’a Final Agreement (NFA) is an example of a staged approach, wherein
the parties must follow a stage prior to escalating to the next stage unless the parties agree otherwise.
Chapter 19 of the NFA and a series of related appendixes 134 comprise the most lengthy and detailed dispute
resolution provisions of all modern treaties.
Opening provisions of Chapter 19 set out shared objectives to prevent, minimize and resolve disagreements
in a relatively informal and cooperative manner that does not require engagement of the formal dispute
resolution stages. For those disputes that are not resolved in such an informal manner and are within the
broad description of conflicts and disputes in s.7 (e.g. disputes regarding interpretation, application,
implementation or breach of the Agreement), 135 parties must address their disputes by going through three
specific stages set out in s.12:
a. Stage One: formal, unassisted efforts to reach agreement between or among the Parties, in
collaborative negotiations under Appendix M-1;
b. Stage Two: structured efforts to reach agreement between or among the Parties with the assistance
of a neutral, who has no authority to resolve the dispute, in a facilitated process under Appendix M2, M-3, M-4, or M-5 as applicable; and
c. Stage Three: final adjudication in arbitral proceedings under Appendix M-6, or in judicial
proceedings.
Details of each step are set out in ensuing provisions. For example, sections 20-27 set out details regarding
the stage two “facilitated processes”, including timelines, notice, termination, a more detailed referencing of
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the relevant appendixes, and a description of mandatory “negotiation conditions” such as timely disclosure
and good faith. Similarly, stage three arbitration details are set out in section 28-34, including reference to
the relevant appendix. There are two routes to arbitration set out in sections 28 and 29. For disagreements
arising out of an NFA provision that stipulates that the matter will be “finally determined by arbitration” the
disagreement automatically proceeds to arbitration after the other two stages are exhausted. For all other
disputes, arbitration is still available, but only with written agreement of all parties. 136 Beyond arbitration, as
part of the NFA’s relatively rigid and prescribed staged approach, parties must exhaust all stages before
commencing judicial proceedings. 137
A feature that makes the NFA stand out against other modern treaties in the inclusion of a relatively large
number of process options, which are detailed in appendixes M-1 – M-6. These are as follows: collaborative
negotiations in M-1, mediation in M-2, technical advisory panel in M-3, neutral evaluation in M-4, elders
advisory council in M-5, and arbitration in M-6. 138 These comprise a significant suite of process options not
present in other modern treaties. However, agreement between all parties is required to use any facilitated
process other than mediation. 139 This means, for example, that referring a dispute to the elders advisory
council is subject to a veto by the government.
Unlike the UFA or Tłı̨chǫ contexts, the NFA does not establish any standing institutional body or support
structure. Rather, each appendix dictates the process, composition and rules pertaining to each dispute
resolution mechanism. For example, Appendix M-5 deals will the elders advisory council, setting out details
regarding appointments, procedure, confidentiality, decision-making and termination. Appendix M-6 sets
out similar for the arbitration process, though it includes a great deal of detail. 140
Under the NFA Appendix M-6, arbitration decisions are reviewable by the Supreme Court of British
Columbia. 141

Tłı̨chǫ Agreement
Dispute resolution under Chapter 6 of the Tłı̨chǫ agreement is a clear example of the staged approach. In
general, the Agreement requires that parties first attempt to resolve disputes through discussions, then
mediation, then arbitration. Each stage must be exhausted before the dispute may escalate to the next stage,
and a party may only take a dispute to court if those stages all fail to resolve the dispute. For example,
mediation is only available if parties have “attempted to resolve that dispute by discussion”. 142 Notably, each
party has the ability to refer a dispute to mediation if discussions have not resolved a dispute. This means
that no party possesses a veto over another party’s attempt to refer a dispute to mediation. 143 However, these
similar powers are more circumscribed for arbitration, which requires agreement by the parties. 144
Meanwhile, as a dispute proceeds through the stages the parties may resolve their dispute by an agreement
in writing. 145
The scope of disputes that may be referred to mediation is very broad, similar to that of the IFA described
above. Article 6.1.1 provides that the dispute resolution mechanisms are available in relation to any “dispute
between the government and the Tłı̨chǫ government concerning the interpretation or application of the
Agreement”, and to any matter that the Agreement refers to the dispute resolution process, and to any
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matter which an agreement between the parties stipulates may be resolved through the Chapter 6
mechanisms. 146 However, the scope of disputes that may be referred to arbitration is narrowed. While the
potential scope is broad in that the dispute may pertain to “interpretation or application of the Agreement”,
this is only available if “the parties to the dispute agree in writing to be bound” by the arbitration decision,
or if the dispute is explicitly referred to arbitration under the Agreement or as stipulated by another between
the parties. 147
Institutionally, the dispute resolution mechanisms under the Tłı̨chǫ Agreement are supported by a “dispute
resolution administrator” who is jointly appointed by the Tłı̨chǫ Government, Canada and the GNWT. 148 It
is this administrator’s role to oversee mediation and arbitration processes, including establishing and
maintaining a roster of mediators and arbitrators, establishing rules of procedure, appointing mediators and
arbitrators, and maintaining records. 149 In a small set of circumstances (land access under chapter 19), a
dispute must be referred to the Surface Rights Board instead of the administrator. 150 Similarly, the Wekeezhii
Land and Water Board has jurisdiction over a small set of disputes, 151 and disputes regarding compensation
for lands expropriated under the National Energy Board Act would be heard by an arbitration committee
under that statute. 152
Questions of law may be referred to Supreme Court of NWT by the administrator, 153 and a decision of an
arbitrator is considered conclusive and binding but may be challenged on grounds that arbitrator(s) erred in
law or exceeded jurisdiction. 154

Nunavut Land Claim Agreement
As described in Part 2 above, settlement of the NTI litigation in 2015 included amending the dispute
resolution provisions in the Nunavut Agreement. 155 Under the revised Chapter 38, dispute resolution now
follows the staged approach. Prior to this change, the Nunavut agreement was a clear example of the
arbitration board approach, 156 specifically requiring agreement from the parties to commence arbitration. 157
It was this veto power that Canada used in the 17 instances where it responded to NTI’s requests with a
refusal to proceed to arbitration. 158
The revised Chapter 38 in the Nunavut Agreement features four stages: informal processes, negotiations at
the implementation panel, mediation, and arbitration. 159 The revised process requires that parties first
attempt to resolve disputes through “informal processes”, then through the Implementation Panel, 160 then
mediation, 161 then arbitration. Except for a small set of circumstances described below in relation to
arbitration, each stage must be exhausted before the dispute may escalate to the next stage. For example,
mediation is only available “60 days after the date of the Implementation Panel meeting during which the
dispute was first discussed”. 162 For all stages, any party may refer the dispute to the next stage so long as
procedural dimensions such as notice and time periods are satisfied.
With respect to arbitration under 38.5, any party may refer several specific types of matters to arbitration
without having to exhaust the previous stages (e.g. mediation) – these include disagreements regarding
incompatibility of harvesting activities with an authorized land use (5.7.19), access across Inuit
Owned Lands for commercial purposes (21.7.15), compensation for expropriation (21.9.8), and proposals
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for long-term alienation of archeological specimens. 163 All other disputes may only proceed to arbitration if
mediation does not first resolve the dispute. 164
The scope of disputes that may proceed through these stages is relatively broad, including disputes between
two or more of Canada, the Government of Nunavut and the Designated Inuit Organization(s) involved
regarding the “interpretation, application or implementation of the Agreement” or disputes specifically
referred to dispute resolution by other provisions in the Agreement. 165 Surrounding the entire revised
dispute resolution regime, there are soft commitments in article 38.2 to “settle disputes informally through
cooperation” and to “engage litigation only as a last resort”. 166
Questions of law may be referred to the Nunavut Court of Justice, 167 and any party may appeal the
arbitration award to the Nunavut Court of Justice. 168 Other than the Implementation Panel, no devoted
institutions or administrative bodies are created under the revised Chapter 38. In this way, the new Nunavut
regime differs from the Tłı̨chǫ regime and Yukon regime described above.
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Appendix B - Disputes where parties used treaty dispute resolution mechanisms 169
1. Nisga’a Lisims Government against Fisheries and Oceans Canada re Access to Nisga’a Lands. The
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) authorized an outfitter to enter Nisga’a land, set up a
fishing station, remove trees, and construct a road. Nisga’a challenged the DFO’s authority to
authorize this access and responsibility for damage caused to Nisga’a Lands and resources as a result
of access being granted. Dispute resolution was initiated in September 2019 and is ongoing. 170
2. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. against Canada re Article 24 Government Contracts, August 2019.
Resolved through arbitration under article 38. 171
3. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. against Canada re Article 23 Government Employment, February 2019.
Began with notice of arbitration by NTI under article 38.3.4 and is currently developing. 172
4. Trondek Hwech’in First Nation against Government of Yukon re Mining Access, 2016. Began with
establishing a Dispute Resolution Panel under article 26.5 but the process was put on hold for
informal negotiations and later proceeded to the courts. 173
5. Carcross Tagish First Nation against Canada re Financial Transfer Agreement, 2012-2014. Resolved
through mediation under article 26.6. 174
6. Nisga’a Lisims Government against Canada re Mining Environmental Assessment, 2013. Began with
Nisga’a simultaneously commencing judicial review and stage one formal negotiations under article
19.12(a) and proceeded to stage two mediation under article 19.12(b), where it was resolved. 175
7. Trondek Hwech’in First Nation against Canada re Education Agreement, 2012. Appears to have
been resolved through negotiations. 176
8. Carcross Tagish First Nation against Canada re Child Welfare Resourcing, 2008-2010. Began with
mediation under article 26.6 and was resolved through government policy changes at a later date. 177
9. Nisga’a Lisims Government against Canada re Forestry Environmental Certificate, 2008-2009.
Resolved through stage one: negotiations under article 19.12(a). 178
10. Inuvialuit against Northwest Territories re Failure to Negotiate Memorandum of Understanding,
2005-2007. Resolved through arbitration under article 18. 179
11. Inuvialuit against Canada re Ikhil Project Royalties, 2004-2005. Resolved through arbitration under
article 18. 180
12. Inuvialuit against Canada re DEW Line/Trap Line Contracts and Horton River Clean-Up, 1994.
Resolved through arbitration under article 18. 181
13. Inuvialuit against Canada re Komakuk DEW Line Clean-Up and National Park Status, 1994.
Resolved through arbitration under article 18. 182
14. Nisga’a Lisims Government against Canada re Financial Agreement. Resolved through stage one:
formal negotiations under article 19.12(a). (In 2013-2015 timeframe but precise timing unclear.)
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15. Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation, Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation, Champagne and Aishihik First
Nation, Selkirk First nation, and Teslin Tlinget Council against Canada re Employment Skills
Training Programs. Began with mediation which was adjourned for negotiations to take place.
(Precise timing unclear.)
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Appendix C - Disputes where treaty dispute resolution mechanisms were not used 183
1. Nisga’a Lisims Government against Canada and British Columbia re Treaty Implementation,
October 2019. Nisga’a alleges that the federal and provincial governments have ignored Nisga’a
rights and given priority to unproven and undefined rights asserted by other Indigenous groups. 184
2. Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation against Canada re Reserve Lands. Little Salmon/Carmacks
alleged, inter alia, illegal surrender of reserve lands and filed under the Specific Claim process, 2019.
The Specific Claim was rejected because the UFA resolved all claims against the Crown. Instead of
pursuing mediation, Little Salmon/Carmacks is attempting to resolve the dispute via the
Implementation Committee. The dispute is currently being addressed through an implementation
working group.
3. Makivik Corporation against Canada re Altering Quota Limitations. The Minister of Environment
and Climate Change Canada’s decision varying the Nunavik Marine Region Wildlife Board’s and the
Eeyou Marine Region Wildlife Board’s final decision regarding the Total Allowable Take and nonquota limitations for the harvesting of Southern Hudson Bay polar bears within the Nunavik Marine
Region, 2016-2019. 185 This matter proceeded to litigation (application for judicial review) without
use of dispute resolution mechanisms.
4. Gwich’in Tribal Council against Government of Yukon re Peel River Land Use Plan, 2014-2018.
The Gwich’in were intervenors in the litigation challenging the Yukon Government acting
unilaterally in developing and passing the final plan. 186
5. Gwich’in Tribal Council against Government of Yukon re Yukon Transboundary Project, 2018. The
government has not funded implementation of the Transboundary Agreement in Appendix C of the
Gwich’in Land Claim Agreement for over twenty-five years. 187
6. Fortune Minerals against the Tłı̨chǫ Government against Government of Northwest Territories re
Mining Access, 2018-2019. The Government of Northwest Territories, on behalf of Fortune
Minerals, sought court assistance in administering the dispute resolution chapter due to the absence
of a Dispute Resolution Administrator, as permitted under 6.2.2 of the Tłı̨chǫ Agreement. The
parties were later able to reach an agreement. 188
7. Teslin Tlingit Council against Canada re Financial Transfer Agreement, 2004-2019. Began with
fifteen years of negotiations and joint implementation review processes (but without use of formal
UFA dispute resolution mechanisms) and proceeded to the courts in 2018. 189
8. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. against Canada re Inuit Employment and Government Procurement, 20062015. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. attempted to refer seventeen disputes to arbitration and the
Government of Canada denied every request. These disputes resulted in the 2006 litigation whereby
Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. received a $255 million settlement and created a new dispute resolution
regime under article 38. 190
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9. Tłı̨chǫ Government against Canada re Northwest Territories Superboard Legislation, 2015. The
Tłı̨chǫ, Sahtu, and Gwich’in objected to the elimination of their respective land and water boards
throughout consultation for the Devolution Act. Upon the Act passing, The Tłı̨chǫ brought a court
action and received an interim injunction against implementing the aforementioned provisions. 191
10. Sahtu Dene Council against Canada re Northwest Territories Superboard Legislation, 2015. The
Sahtu followed the Tłı̨chǫ in filling a lawsuit against the federal government requesting declarations
that certain portions of the Devolution Act are of no force or effect. 192
11. Labrador Inuit against Canada re Fisheries, 2015. The Nunatsiavut Government and the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans disagree on Inuit participation and access to the northern
shrimp fishing industry. The dispute has not yet been referred to the Dispute Resolution Board
under the Labrador Inuit Land Claim Agreement, but it may be in the future. 193
12. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. against Canada re Inuit Fisheries, 2014. The parties attempted to codevelop
fisheries legislation and regulations for seventeen years. The new regulations for the Nunavut
Settlement Area are anticipated for 2019. 194
13. Trondek Hwech’in First Nation against Canada re Financial Transfer Agreements, 2010.
Negotiations failed to implement a new financial transfer agreement. 195
14. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. against Canada re Nunavut Implementation Contract (NIC), 2003-2006.
The failure to successfully negotiate and renew the NIC contributed to the 2006 litigation. 196
15. Trondek Hwech’in First Nation against Canada re Determination of Resource Royalties. Trondek
Hwech’in attempted to engage dispute resolution but the territorial government declined, 2017.
Royalties are not explicitly mandated in the Agreement as one that either party could refer to DR
mediation under 26.6.0. 197
16. Tłı̨chǫ Government, Gwich’in Tribal Council, and Sahtu Dene Council against Government of
Northwest Territories re Economic Development Programs. The parties are dissatisfied with the
programs implemented by the Government of Northwest Territories. (Ongoing; precise timing not
available.)
17. Maa-nulth First Nation against Government of Canada re Shrimp Fisheries. Canada, the
Department of Fisheries, and Maa-nulth First Nations came to a satisfactory solution prior to
engaging formal dispute resolution (precise timing unknown). 198
18. Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation against Yukon Government re lack of consultation prior to
land grant. 199 This matter proceeded to litigation (application for judicial review) without use of
dispute resolution mechanisms.
19. Makivik against Quebec re consultation obligations in relation to a minister’s decision about caribou
hunting and conservation measures under the provision being interpreted (2010-2014). 200 This
matter proceeded to litigation without use of dispute resolution mechanisms.
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20. James Bay Cree against Quebec re application of federal environmental assessment regime in the
James Bay area, 2004-2010. This matter proceeded to litigation (application for judicial review)
without use of dispute resolution mechanisms.
21. Kasho Got’ine Land Corp. (KGLC) against Petro-Canada re Access, 2008. Petro-Canada attempted
to engage the arbitration process after negotiations failed to produce long term Access and Benefits
Agreements with KGLC. 201 The matter was resolved through negotiations. 202
22. Sahtu Secretariat Incorporated (SSI) against Government of Canada re Definition of “Royalty” in
the SDMLCA. SSI claimed that payments were owed to them by Canada in relation to Imperial Oil’s
operations in the Norman Wells Proven Area. This matter proceeded to litigation at the Federal
Court, where the court upheld SSI’s position on the meaning of ‘royalty’ and ‘payments owed’
before a settlement was reached, including settlement of the payments owed and an amendment of
the SDMLCA in accordance with the Government of Canada’s position. 203
23. Gwich’in Tribal Council against Government of Canada, Yukon Government, and the Government
of the Northwest Territories regarding six different matters: Yukon Devolution Transfer
Agreement, Yukon Development Assessment Process, Dispute Resolution (power to unilaterally
trigger arbitration), economic measures, government obligation to fund Designated Gwich’in
Organizations, and a wildlife studies fund. The Gwich’in recommend arbitration on these issues in
2003 but then indicated a desire to address the matter through direct negotiation with government.
It is unclear the extent to which and of the matters were resolved.
24. Inuvialuit against Canada re Airport Lands. Dispute settled before engaging formal arbitration
(precise timing unavailable). 204
25. Inuvialuit against Canada re Kudlak Lake. Dispute settled before engaging formal arbitration (precise
timing unavailable). 205
26. Inuvialuit against Canada re Enrolment. Dispute settled before engaging formal arbitration (precise
timing unavailable). 206
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Appendix D: Research project background
This research project is focused on dispute resolution specifically; however, it is taking place under the
“Modern Treaty Implementation Research Project” (MTIRP; https://moderntreaties.tlicho.ca), a five-year
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Partnership Grant secured by the Land Claims
Agreements Coalition (LCAC). Carleton University is the academic host organization for the project, and
the Tłı̨chǫ Government is the LCAC host of the project’s National Hub. This initiative is expected to
support research and associated outputs - such as this report – that generate a basis for better understanding
the challenges and opportunities associated with modern treaty implementation. 207 Within this larger
research project there are five themes: Indigenous Relationships to Land, Intergovernmental Relations and
Multilevel Governance, Treaty Financing and Fiscal Relationships, Implementation Evaluation and SocioEconomic Impacts, and Indigenous and Settler Legal Systems. The dispute resolution research project is
taking place under the themes of Indigenous and Settler Legal Systems and “Intergovernmental Relations
and Multilevel Governance.
In February 2019, the Grant Steering Committee approved this dispute resolution research project, which
included funding in the amount of $23,565.32 provided to the University of Calgary primarily for the
purposes of hiring a research assistant and funding a small amount of travel to present preliminary findings
to the Gwich’in Tribal Council and the Nisga’a Lisims Government. The Gwich’in Tribal Council and
Nisga’a Lisims Government also formally endorsed the project and committed in-kind support (e.g. via
input from relevant staff and leadership, including feedback on this report) as required under the SSHRC
partnership grant. The project has been led by David V. Wright, Assistant Professor, University of Calgary
Faculty of Law, with significant contributions from Janna Promislow, Associate Professor, University of
Victoria Faculty of Law. Both professors have significant experience and expertise in modern treaty
contexts; both have lived and worked in Canada’s North earlier in their respective careers. Michelle
Tremblay, JD candidate at the University of Calgary Faculty of Law, provided invaluable support and
research assistance throughout. This project also received approval from the University of Calgary Conjoint
Faculties Research Ethics Board and a Northwest Territories Scientific Research License.
A copy of this final version of this report will be provided to Land Claims Agreements Coalition
members, 208 and will form a basis for one or more peer reviewed academic articles to be written by
Professors Wright and Promislow. Findings from this research project may also serve as starting points for
further community-level research on dispute resolution between treaty parties.
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